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ABSTRACT

With the increased concerns for reducing cost and improving
reliability in today's telemetry systems, many users are
employing simulation and automation to guarantee reliable
telemetry systems operation. This places an increased demand
on the remote capabilities of the equipment used in the
telemetry system. Furthermore, emphasis has been placed on
the ability to decrease the space and power consumption of
the telemetry system to facilitate transportability of the a
single telemetry system to multiple sites. Finally, today's
telemetry systems demand that all equipment provide multiple
functions to provide the maximum performance for the lowest
system cost.
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INTRODUCTION

Many aspects mentioned above have been addressed, however
the telemetry receiver/combiner of the past has remained a
large, high power device with limited automation
capabilities. This paper will address the functions required
of a telemetry receiver/combiner to meet current and future
automation requirements. This will include the ability to
provide remote calibration and functional status. This paper
will further discuss the reduced system costs that can be
associated with a compact, low power, lightweight
receiver/combiner system capable of mobile operation.
Finally, it will discuss how a multi-function



receiver/combiner can reduce system costs by providing
multiple band tuning and multiple mode demodulation in a
single chassis. This will include performance and design
data of a multi-mode digital demodulator capable of AM, FM,
PM, PSK and QPSK demodulation and a multi-band tuner capable
of P-band, S-band and L-band tuning. All of the above
mentioned features can be found in the Microdyne 700-MR
Telemetry Receiver and the 1620-PC Diversity Combiner, which
will be used as design examples for the purpose of this
paper.

REMOTE CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

Most modern telemetry systems are designed to use extensive
computer remote control. The success or failure of the
system design can depend largely on the system computer
control. In researching remote control requirements for a
new receiver/combiner design, Microdyne identified the
following as being critical to the success of the design.

" The remote interface must be able to maintain
communications with today's high speed computers.

" All receiver/combiner control and status functions
available locally must be available remotely.

" The design must reduce the number of remote ports
required to control a receiver/combiner system.

The first two items are critical to having a dependable and
flexible remote interface. The third item is required to
reduce the cost of the remote control hardware.

DESIGN SOLUTIONS: REMOTE CONTROL

Microdyne's solution to remote control revolves around using
state-of-the-art integrated circuitry. Microdyne's latest
receiver/combiner has three remote interfaces; IEEE-488, RS-
232 and RS-422. The IEEE-488 interface uses the latest
interface circuitry available from National Instruments. The
interface chip set is capable of communicating with today's
high speed interface with data rates up to 300
kilobytes/second. The interface is also capable of
supporting the latest IEEE-488.2 standard. The RS-232 and
RS-422 interfaces are capable of transmitting data up to
19,200 baud. The RS-232 and RS-422 functions are generated
by Motorola's 68340 multi-function processor. This



Figure 1 - Remote Control  Configuration

integrated circuit provides control for the
receiver/combiner at 16 MHz.

Microdyne added extensive digital circuitry to ensure that
the remote operator is capable of accessing all functions of
the receiver/combiner. Care has also been taken to provide
complete status information to the remote user. This
includes functions such as signal strength, lock status,
loop stress, to name a few. These functions allow the remote
user not only to control the devices, but also be able to
assess the operating status of them.

A unique interface configuration was developed to solve the
last item on the remote design list. As remote system design
becomes more complex remote ports have greater demand. By
reducing the number of remote ports required to control a
receiver/combiner system a significant cost savings can be
realized. Receiver/Combiner systems of the past would
require three remote ports, one for the combiner and two for
the receivers. In this design, complete receiver/combiner
control can be realized by using one remote port. This
reduces the remote port requirements by the
receiver/combiners by 2/3. Figure 1 shows the remote
connection for a Microdyne receiver/combiner system. A
single interface port (RS-232 or IEEE-488) can be routed to
a master receiver. The master receiver will then route
commands for the other devices through the RS-422 interface.
The user maintains the capability to status and control all
devices.

SIZE AND POWER REQUIREMENTS

The requirement to have fewer telemetry systems support more
missions has increased the need for smaller telemetry
systems capable of mobile operation. Also, as the complexity
of the vehicle being tested has increased, the need to have



more data reduction equipment has also increased. These
applications require a decrease in the receiver/combiner
system rack space. If this requirement is met, cost can be
contained by providing more capabilities in less space.

A reduction in the amount of power required by the
receiver/combiner system can have several positive effects
on the telemetry receive system. First, and foremost, less
power means less heat. Less heat increases reliability and
MTBF of the equipment, not to mention that in a
transportable system less power means less power generation
requirements.

" Microdyne design goals for power and size were to
reduce them by 50%.

DESIGN SOLUTION: SIZE AND POWER

The space design goal was aggressively attacked using the
latest in surface mount technology. Additionally, design
efforts were focused in using digital processing
capabilities to increase the functionality of modules and,
at the same time, reducing size. The result of this effort
was a 3.5" receiver and a 3.5" combiner. Also developed were
a multi-mode demodulator and a multi-band tuner; both will
be discussed later.

The power consumption of the receiver/combiner was also
aggressively attacked. First, the receiver/combiner
circuitry was optimized to work with ±12 Volts. This
realized a significant decrease in power consumption.
Secondly, a switching power supply was employed. Although
the switching supply has some noise problems to solve, the
increased efficiency of the power supply has a significant
impact on the overall power consumption.

USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

Although reducing size was important in the design of the
receiver/combiner system, it could not be at the sacrifice
of the user interface. The design goals established were as
follows:

" The front panel had to identify all available
functions.



Figure 2 - 700-MR Front Panel Design

" The indicators and displays had to be easily
readable.

" Users needed to be able to "instinctively" operate
the equipment.

DESIGN SOLUTIONS -- USER INTERFACE

Microdyne investigated several styles of user interfaces.
This included flat panel displays, alphanumeric LED
displays, touch screens, push buttons and rotary knobs. No
design idea was disregarded; all techniques were prototyped
for consideration. The final decision was to use
alphanumeric displays, combined with push button switches,
and a rotary knob. This combination was preferred almost 4
to 1. Figure 2 shows the final user interface. All functions
of the receiver/combiner are identified on the panel, and
the display are easily read.

" In-house training has indicated that a new operator
can be operating this equipment effectively in less
than 30 minutes.

MULTI-FUNCTIONALITY REQUIREMENTS

A considerable amount of space savings could be gained by
making some portions of the receiver/combiner multi-
functional. Specifically, by making the demodulator and the
tuner multi-functional, space could be saved by eliminating
the hardware required for "plug-in" modules. Additionally,
elimination of "plug-in" modules was more desirable from a
remote control viewpoint. The design goals were set as
follows:

" Design a multi-mode Digital Demodulator capable of
AM, FM, PM, PSK and QPSK demodulation.



Figure 3 - Digital Demodulator Block Diagram

" Design a multi-band Tuner capable of P-band, L-band
and S-band tuning.

DESIGN SOLUTIONS: MULTI-FUNCTIONALITY

Microdyne's solution to this problem was based upon using
the latest technology available for digital signal
processing. A design was perfected which was capable of
digitizing a 20 MHz IF signal into an I and Q vector. These
signals were then routed to look up tables which provide
demodulation algorithms. The output of the look up tables is
then routed to a digital signal processor (DSP) which
functions as a variable bandwidth loop integrator for
AFC/APC control of the receiver VCO. The demod is capable of
demodulating AM, FM, PM, PSK and QPSK signals. Figure 3 is a
block diagram for the digital demodulator.

The digital implementation of the demod also improves
performance when used for FM demodulation. The use of a
digital signal processor in the AFC/APC loop allows the
demodulator to optimize the demodulator bandwidth. This
results in a decrease in the noise bandwidth.

" FM Performance is improved by 1.5 dB. See Figure 4
for BER results.

The successful completion of this goal allows the
elimination of plug in demodulators; this results in a
reduction in size. The ability to provide multiple
demodulation capabilities in a single unit decreases the
initial system cost and maintenance cost.

The design goal to produce a multi-band tuner was solved by
using extensive surface mount technology combined with a



Figure 4 - Digital Demodulator BER Performance

unique band switching design. This design allows a single
unit to cover 4 telemetry bands; L-band, P-band, Upper S-
band and Lower S-band. The design goals were meet.

CONCLUSION

The Microdyne 700-MR Telemetry Receiver and 1620-PC
Diversity Combiner series can provide reduced costs and
improved reliability. Cost reductions can be realized by the
reduced size, reduced power requirements and the elimination
of "plug-in" modules. The 50% reduction in power and the
elimination of "plug-in" modules also significantly
increases reliability. Cost reductions can be further
reduced for remote applications. Microdyne's unique remote
control configuration will reduce the required computer



remote ports by 2/3. Complete "hands off" control will add
the capability to fully automate the receive system which
will decrease configuration time and increase operational
reliability.

These factors make the 700-MR and 1620-PC ideal selections
for the following applications:

" Transportable systems
" Airborne or Shipboard Applications
" Automated Systems
" Upgrading Existing Systems


